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HIGHWAYS AGENCY - Scott Wilson has been meeting the needs of the Highways Agency and its predecessors

since the start of the motorway construction programme in the late 1950s. From sections of the M6 in Cumbria to
the A30 Bodmin to Indian Queens ECI scheme, we have been Identifying the client's requirements and delivering
imaginative solutions to meet those needs.
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CHAIRMAN'S UPDATE

Focusing on
Our Clients

Update from Geoff French
A Happy New Year to all of you and welcome back to

Our clients in our newer territories are highlighted in

what, with your help , will be another exciting and

Middle East profile and , in Outspoken, Penny Farrar our

prosperous year for Scott Wilson. This first 2008 edition

Client Relationship Manager for Transport for London,

of Exchange focuses on those most influential and

shares her insights on how we can excel in this regard.

important contributors to our business - our clients.
We celebrate their range and diversity, geographically

Although not always a fee paying client, the community is

from Australia to Tower Hamlets and across public and

a major beneficiary of Scott Wilson expertise, both directly

private sector investors, governments, communities

and indirectly. Community Focus throws light on the

and in one example wild animals!

exceptional work our employees are doing to support the
community. Whether it is our graduates providing an

Inside Scott Wilson encourages all of our staff to think of

outdoor area for young adults with learning difficulties,

clients as not just those external clients who pay our

or building a playground for a remote primary school in the

salaries, but those other stakeholders who should be

Lake District, or our volunteers who have committed time

treated with the same professional high standards.

and resources to building a school in Mozambique;

By listening to the views of our employees through

all are tremendous examples of the commitment our staff

MyVoice, our management community wlll focus on how

continue to demonstrate for all our clients.

we can improve as an employer and, by developing our
client relationship skills, how we can all contribute

Finally, People First celebrates the winners of this year's

to improving the service for both our internal and

Scott Wilson Excellence Awards. Congratulations to all

external clients.

the worthy winners who consistently demonstrate our
innovative , sustainable, collaborative and committed

Spotlight celebrates the depth and diversity of our clients

partnerships with our clients across the world .

and shows how our range of client relationships has
increased very significantly over the past few years.
The increase in global clients has enabled us to draw on
our delivery capability across the world and our recent
acquisitions have significantly increased our profile in
the private sector.

The launch of our new website is aimed at improving our
communications to our clients . The scale and scope of our
services and projects are now well described and
illustrated and the development of the careers section
enables new recruits to quickly and effectively apply to
join Scott Wilson.
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PROJECT UPDATE

Funky New Home for the Gibbons

A team of Scott Wilson structural engineers provided

'Indonesian

Longhouse',

expertise to some unusual clients - a family of Siamang

footbridges

spanning

foundations

for

Gibbons.
Their new home at Marwell Zoo is an interpretation of the

two

rainforest

Attwood,

Scott

Wilson

Regional

Director,

canopy

clients in the past but when we were invited by the

enclosure including a 'structural tree'. and the gibbons'

Marwell Zoological Park team to work on the design of

steel

artificial

Greg

comments, "We have been approached by some unusual

stainless

an

themed
lake,

a

across

mesh

husbandry building.

South East Asian environment where wild gibbons

their new gibbon exhibit it was an opportunity too
interesting to turn down."

would normally be found . Scott Wiison was the

Particular attention was spent on the authentic look and

Structural and Building Services Engineer on the project

horticultural landscape of the enclosure, which is much

Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal, officially

and provided design of the support structure for an

bigger than the gibbons' former outdated home.

opened the exhibit in September 2007.

Haihe River Landscaping
Enhancing the daily commute for Chinese Workers
There is currently a huge demand for urban design

Plymouth Project
a Winner

Although Scott Wilson's client for this project was the Haihe

and landscape architecture in China as the Government

River Development Authority, frequently it is the highest

attempts to elevate its cities to international standards and

communist party officials rather than the planning authorities

attract investment.

who take the final decision on design issues in China,

With plans to update its riverfront promenade, Tianjin city

he requested a classical European design. A typical Parisian

In the North East Is no exception. In 2002, the Tianjin

boulevard was therefore the inspiration for part of the design,

and when the mayor of Tianjin voiced his opinion,

Municipal Committee of the Communist Party set out

including an avenue of plane trees (known as 'French

ambitious plans for the redevelopment of the Haihe River,

sycamore' in China).

which flows right through the city centre.
Plans to further develop the CBD are currently underway
A strategic master plan dividing the area into four districts

with a major new office and mixed use development by

was developed and in 2004 Scott Wilson was appointed to

Kohn Pederson Fox (KPF) Architects. Scott Wilson is

design the central area of the plan including the central

providing environmental consultancy services to KPF

business district (CBD). This part of the riverfront lines the old

including green building design studies and planning

financial and trading districts and features a rich heritage of

advisory services. Once finished, the area will attract huge

colonial architecture. The diversity of this architecture is a

numbers of commuters, which made improved access to

result of the European 'Foreign Concessions' that set up

the riverfront crucial to the landscape design.

business there during the 1B00-1900s.

Our Plymouth office has enjoyed an excellent working
relationship with Plymouth University since successfully
winning a place on the university framework agreement in
2003. In August the most recent and award winning building
project - The Roland Levinsky Building, was completed.
For this building we provided Civil and Structural
Engineering services, and have gained valuable exposure
in the national construction press, with features in the
Architect's Journal, Building Magazine and the New Civil
Engineer. The project won the Abercrombie Award - a
public vote and nnging endorsement of our local reputation
and presence in Plymouth.

Our regional offices have long understood the importance of
building and managing client relationships. The team in
Plymouth has steadily grown to its current size (around BO),
offering a true mulli-disciplinary service, with a sensitivity
to local needs and a real understanding of client
expectations and preferences in the South West. This is
rewarded with a high level of repeat business, as the clients
learn more about us, and the full extent of our expertise
and commitment.

INSIDE SCOTT WILSON

Everyone has a role to play
Not just those with CRM in their Job Title
Whether the client is internal or external - everyone has a role

The main focus is on key clients, but with an overriding

to play in building and maintaining client relationships within

message that all clients are important and everyone

a professional services consultant like Scott Wilson.

at every level has a role to play in building and
maintaining relationships.

Scott Wilson is focusing particular attention on Client
Relationship Management (CRM), and is bringing in new
strategies

to aid growth in this key area.

Michelle Brooke is working across all sectors supporting the
new approach. She says, 'Exciting new initiatives are now in
place and we are working with technical teams to maximise
the benefit that can be gained through an effective

"Delivering service excellence

CRM strategy." 'It's all about delighting our clients
with technical excellence and high quality service."

requires everyone to be client
focused," said Lena Benjamin,
CRM Administrator

- Joe Gallagher, Business Development Manager.

It is not possible to guarantee client retention through the
delivery of satisfactory projects alone, along with this,

Fantastic Global
Response to
MyVoice

relationships have to be built and worked on so that when a
project comes up Scott Wilson is at the forefront of the

This was the first time many of you. particularly outside the
UK, had had the opportunity to voice your opinion about

Lena works across the business to help

how you view Scott Wilson as an employer and well over

colleagues better understand and meet the

70% of you completed the survey over the internet

needs of their clients. This includes supporting

during November.

the development of internal CRM processes
and work practices (Spotlight

Our delivery partners, Talent Pulse, are pulling together the
summary reports for us to review during January and

focuses on this important area).

February and our management community are keen to
understand how we can focus our efforts to Increase our

A 'CRM Champion' herself,
Lena's views are echoed by

employee engagement and make Scott Wilson an even

another internal champion -

better place to work.

"Along with our technical
'know-how', CRM is a key

We hope to provide you with feedback via your regional and

element to retaining and

divisional channels as soon as we have had time

building our client base .

the data. Our thanks

- Dr David Smith.

the time

to review
to all of you who participated and took

to share your views.

Sean Cummins
Getting payment from clients & maintaining relationships
· our belief was that if we put great things in front of our

You can all help improve the situation by checking that the

customers they would continue to open their wallets"

client

Steve Jobs - Chief Executive Officer of Apple.

If the specification changes from that originally agreed ,

Maybe a noble sentiment and the vast majority of our clients

Be curious about the cash flow on the projects you are

are happy to pay their bills on time, in return for the excellent

working on. Bills should be raised on a timely basis and IT the

has

authorised

the

work

you

are

doing.

ensure the client has sanctioned this additional work.

service we provide to them. However there are a number of

client does not pay when due, ask if there is there a problem

Invoices that remain unpaid for an increasing amount of time

with the project delivery. If you are involved in the invoicing

and when we ask clients why they have not paid, they usually

process, ensure it is sent to the correct person and check that

have a valid reason that is within our control to fix.

they will process it within our terms. Follow it up

Invoice sent to the wrong person, starting work without

or escalate it immediately.

with a phone call and ultimately, IT there is a problem, address

formal client agreement, customers challenging the work
and the bill itself or the client's own payment terms conflicting

indeed 'we put great things in front of our clients',

with ours; these are all reasons cited by our clients. Not being

but total success can only be claimed when all bills are

paid on time has a big impact on our business. When we

paid - on a timely basis. The Finance function

work on a project we are extending credit to our client,

is committed to helping the business manage

but we still have to meet our regular expenses like payroll.

its cash by providing information and support

We then have to borrow money from the bank and,

where necessary, but the real contributors are

unlike us, they charge their clients interest!

those of you who directly interface with clients

and by adopting some simple, practical and timely
disciplines you can make a real difference to the success
of the Group.

SPOTLIGHT ON OUR CLIENTS

From the global client, to the local client: good CRM is the key
The inexorable march of globalisation is fuelling the

structures of global organisations and understanding how

differing objectives that are put in place for each client and can

emergence of truly global clients for Scott Wilson.

they operate across the world." Martin uses a database of the

include

Client Relationship Management is accordingly a rapidly

leading contractors and he has allocated responsibility for

proposals submitted, and marketing/sales visits. Progress is

evolving area of focus, as the business strives to ensure it is

CRM

well

Regular contact is maintained and reported upon so the

placed

to

take

advantage

of

new

business

across

the country

business unit managers,

sales

reviewed

value,

regularly

during

or

the

assignments

year

and

won,

as

part

of the annual business planning process.

opportunities as they arise.

knowledge is shared.

Port operators are a pure example of global clients.

Keeping close in this way pays off. Martin cites the global

sees global clients as "an excellent source of repeat business

Peter Frankham, Ports Director, has put in place a CRM

oil company, Agip, which has selected Scott Wilson for three

for different disciplines across a number of different sectors

programme in the Ports Global Plan to capitalise on

successive oil transportation assessment projects. "The client

and regions." But the personal touch is vital: "the key to

Scott Wilson's almost unique breadth of capabilities.

knew us and trusted us, we are on the ground, registered in

success is to establish strong personal relationships at

Regional managers are responsible for strengthening

Kazahkstan and can offer the service ." Martin sums up:

different levels between Scott Wilson staff and the client's

relationships with 'key global clients'. So Julian Freeman,

"the aim of the game is getting the opportunity to put a

staff'. This is a recurring theme in Scott Wilson's approach

Country Director In Dubai, manages Dubai Ports World

proposal to the client without having to bid against six others.·

Simon sticks to the 'target and review' system because he

Internationally. Similarly, Mike Chalmers in Hong Kong

to the rich seam of potential that global clients represent.
A methodical approach to targeting, managing and

manages Hutchison Ports. Julian and Mike 'own' these

Over the past three years Scott Wilson has assisted

monitoring is essential. Ultimately though, it's about people

clients but when Peter convenes informal business

Rolls-Royce with the development of a groundbreaking

and relationships - that's the X factor that makes the

development group discussions, they and their counterparts

engine test fa cl!Hy in Derby.

difference.

global clients. A prime purpose of the discussion is to Identify

Gareth Jones and Bryn Milliner manage the Rolls-Royce

When it comes to smaller clients, CRM is just as vital.

new projects that the Scott Wilson team on the ground, or

relationship and have become part of an 'Inner circle' of

Not least because today's small client may well be the large

close to the client locations, can pursue.

trusted advisers. "Working to tight deadlines and providing

client of the future. The focus is on delighting clients through

sound and honest advice, plus getting the delivery right in the

more efficient systems and processes; by fostering a shared

elsewhere in the International hubs will review all of the key

In terms of his prlorities, CRM, Peter says, is rising as fast as

UK time and again is starting to open the doors to

vision,

the tide of globalisation. "Yesterday's fairly informal approach

Rolls-Royce overseas," says Bryn.

communication channels.

anticipating

needs

and

maintaining

open

is not the right solution for today and tomorrow. A disciplined
process is the only way we can ensure we build our presence

Scott Wflson has recently been asked to tender for two

Winning awards too goes a long way to bolstering

in global ports. We have all the skills: we are now actively

International projects, and there are high hopes that more

satisfaction for clients. The Pines Calyx conference centre

working to ensure we can apply them to our clients' projects

opportunities will follow as Scott Wilson's reputation spreads

near Dover for example has received several awards for

right around the world."

around Rolls-Royce's network.

sustainability as well as an 'Award for Small Projects'.

Martin Edge, International Marketing Director, has also

Simon Davies, Chairman of Scott W ilson in Hong Kong

adopted a structured approach to CRM for global clients.

and China, is a believer in targeting for results. His team set

The challenge he describes as 'the complex management

various targets for high potential clients. The targets reftect the

Clients' window into the world of Scott Wilson
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........-··-...-----...-.---....__
-··---··
-._
___.. _
.,
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,"_,

www.scottwilson.com

also

helps

clients

understand

our company values and approach and the professional

a

rigour we promise to harness on behalf of every
new commission.

Scott Wilson's corporate website was launched in November

largest to the smallest, and from the UK to ail points North,

The creative ftair that characterises the site and the Intuitive

2007 with client relationship building central to its purpose.

South, East and West.

navigation also combine to transmit the right messages about

The previous site gave only a hint of what Scott Wilson can

Furthermore, a sophisticated search facility enables clients to

offer, with details of a small selection of projects. In contrast,

easily track down the projects that are most relevant to them,

For website enquires please email the a-marketing team

the new site showcases over 400 projects, ranging from the

locating them by sector or sub-sector, services or country.

via emarketing@scottwilson.com

the calibre of Scott Wilson.

SPOTLIGHT ON OUR CLIENTS

The Power of 10
Scott Wilson's largest clients in 2006/2007
Pareto's 80:20 Law does not apply to Scott Wilson .
However, our largest clients remain of vital importance,
the largest 10 accounting for nearly £75m of sales in

Top 10 Clients:

2006/07, which is about 30% of total Group revenue.

The nature of our business means that the composition of the
top 10 list can be fairfy fluid from one year to another.

~~

1

For example, half of the current list was not present in the

Network Rail
&~

Network Rall
Client Rall
Country: UK

2005/06 list. These include tie, who were previously
managing the development of the Edinburgh Airport Rail
Link project, and currenUy the delivery of Edinburgh Tram,
Cross London Rail Links, a 50/50 joint venture company,

NEW

tie Ltd

2

Client Government
Country: UK

formed in 2001 to create a railway network appropriate
to

London's

status

as

a

World

city,

GDDKiA,

the Polish directorate of national roads and motorways,
and Kier Caribbean, an industrial construction company.

3

Network Rail remains though, and is still top of the list.
Examples of some of the key projects Scott Wilson has
undertaken include the West Coast Route Modernisation,
the National Switch & Crossings Renewals Contract,
and Airdrie to Bathgate rail link.

4

Also a consistent feature is the mix of public and

w
AMScott l!I

Cross London Rall Links Ltd
Client Rail
Country: UK

AM Scott
Client Contractor
Country UK

private sector and the strong presence of contractors.
Naturally, much of the wide spectrum of Scott Wffson's
design, planning and engineering skills has been
commissioned by the top 10 clients.

NEW

5

NEW

6

Costain Limited
Client Contractor
Country. lntematlonal

GDDKIA
Client Government
Country: Poland

NEW

7

C carillion

8

Balfour Beatty

9

cED5

Scott Wilson earned out design review and supervision

Carillion Construction Ltd
Client Contractor
Country: UK

of construction of a 27km section of the S69 Expressway
in Poland contributing to a much improved cross border
transport link between Katowice and Bratislava.

Scott Wilson 1s acting as mult1-d1sc1phnary design
consultant on new stations that will be forming part

NEW

10

lti~~

Balfour Beatty
Client Contractor
Country: UK

Civil Engineering &
Development Dept
Client Government
Country: Hong Kong

Kier Caribbean & Industrial
Client Transport
Country: International

of the Crossra1I scheme.
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COUNTRY PROFILE MIDDLE EAST

Employees cross Continents to support
clients in the Middle East
The Middle East is fast becoming a leading contender in

presence with offices in Bahrain, Dubai and Abu Dhabi and

global investment attracting a range of consultancies for high

staff from international offices, including a large number from

Bahrain, Jebel Ali Port, and a seafront redevelopment in

profile projects especially to meet the demands in transport

China and Hong Kong working on projects in the region .

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

and property Infrastructure. Scott Wfison has a good

Clients range from port authorities to royalty. Current high

profile projects include the new National Assembly of

-

The Municipality of Jeddah in Saudi Arabia has comm1ss1oned Scott Wilson to create the masterplan for approximately 12km of seafront along the North Corniche .
The v1s1on 1s to create a lively, safe and accessible destination for people of all ages . It increases public open space and includes 1con1c architectural developments to attra· t
investment to the area.

Long term commitment continues
Scott Wilson has worked on the design of port projects in

This stage is now complete with 1,200 metres of quay

Dubai for the last 20 years, enjoying an excellent relationship

handed over for commercial use in July 2007 and an

with the Dubai Ports Authority, one of the Group's most

additional 400 metres completed at the beginning of

established clients.

November. The remaining 1000 metres Is due to be complete
by mid 2008.

In 2001 we were appointed as part of a team to develop the
master plan for the new Jebel Ali port. Stage 1 of this

Dubai's rapid growth requires ever increasing volumes of

prestigious project includes 2.4 kilometres of new berths,

Imported materials and the Scott Wilson Dubai office has

the container yard behind the berths, access roads and the

worked extremely hard to increase the port's capacity in order

supporting infrastructure and buildings necessary for a fully

for the Authority to meet this demand. Scott Wilson's design

functional terminal. It is being developed on reclaimed land

and site supervision team have successfully transformed a

and the final master plan is a 15-stage expansion

beach into a fully operational container terminal in less than

of the port, expected to be finished in 2030.

three years.

Bringing together many voices in Bahrain
The Kingdom of Bahrain Is Scott Wilson's client for the new

supervision of the building, supporting a locally-based

National Assembly building of Bahrain. When completed,

lead consultant.

it will be one of the most prestigious buildings in the
Middle East.

The development is to be constructed on an island reclaimed
from the sea. Project Manager Graeme Marshall explains,

Only since 2002 has Bahrain been a constitutional monarchy

"We've undertaken marine surveys and investigations In

with an elected parliament, marking a significant shift in its

order to prepare contracts that minimise the risk to the client.

political system . The new building will accommodate this

We are among the world leaders when tt comes to reclaiming

change, with Scott Wilson providing structural and building

and developing land from the sea."

design services for a domed debating chamber for up to
700 people.

Scott Wilson 's structural and building design services will

Scott Wilson has been appointed as engineer for the project,

president, deputies, chairman and members of the councils,

providing a full scope of services for the design and

committee rooms and offices for 500 staff.

also be used for office suites for three ministers, the council
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OUTSPOKEN

Focus on clients
Penny Farrar, Tfl Client Relationship Manager
Penny Farrar is a key contributor to our major Client
Relationship Management initiative designed to sharpen our

The CRM Initiative aims are to :-

focus on clients and bring stronger strategic management
to our CRM effort.
Encourage CRM as a way of working
This CRM Initiative has focused on major clients with the

e

Transport
for London

initial emphasis on transport and property clients. As we go

Introduce Relationship Managers I Key Client

SRM can provide. I see SRM as providing an opportunity to

to press, a rolling programme of meetings is being held to

Teams for key clients

collaborate in the interests of good practice - and to do this

review client focus strategies. Leaming and development
initiatives are about to be rolled out in the New Year, and
divisional reporting, which has traditionally just been project

on an everyday basis; to pick up the phone and address an
Develop explicit Client Focus Strategies for

issue on the spot."

each key client

focused, is being restructured around key clients.

Tfl's SRM programme is about developing strategic
Better manage information about clients

relationships with key suppliers. As Penny stresses
"This has not been just about account management;

Build key clients into our raportlng

our motivation has been to develop and manage the host
of relationships which exist with a large and complex

"Everyone should be
committed to excellence in

Penny stresses that this must be seen as a longer-tenm

organisation like Tfl and a diverse professional service

process of cultural change, "This is a business with a

provider n~·~eott Wilson".

grounding in good project management systems and

customer care and we need to

processes. We want people to understand that good client

Activities have involved a joint review of perceptions within

relationship management is a natural complement to good

both Scott Wilson and Tfl and the development of common

develop stronger leadership

project management. I like to think about us being on a

goals backed up by an active programme of liaison and

journey - everyone should be committed to excellence in

internal workshops. This has given both parties an

customer care and we need to develop stronger leadership

opportunity to work together around specific issues.

around client relationships"

around client relationships. We know that collaborative

Scott Wilson's Involvement with Tfl's Project Brunel (a Tfl,

working is the way of the future and that mature relationships

Department for Tran sport and London Development Authcrity

are key to effective malKeting in a professional services PLC.

national study examining worKforce trends in the transport

The leadership challenge is to develop the shared vision,

industry) is a case in point. Keith Wallace, Scott Wilson

the understanding of potential benefits and the skills and

Railways Chief Executive says, 'We were very pleased to see

behaviours that can make client focus a distinctive

Tfl take up. strategic planning for potential industry skills
shortages and we have been able to share our experience

Scott Wiison hallmark."

of what worKs. This is a key industry issue. We need creative
solutions, the sort we will only develop through active
CRM In practice with Transport for London

collaboration·.

It was mid 2006 when Transport for London

The value SRM has added to the relationship Is

(Tfl) approached Scott Wilson to be part

acknowledged by senior Tfl personnel. Peter Richards,

of its developing Supplier Relationship

Tfl Director, London Overground Infrastructure says

Management

(SRM)

programme.

"The SRM programme is a welcomed extra dimension to

Scott Wilson welcomed the invitation and Steve

Client • Supplier Relations and has provided an effective

Brundle and Penny Farrar were asked to lead the

dialogue around supplier involvement of major projects.

company's interaction. Since then it has proved to be a

This approach has proven to be complementary to our

very positive collaboration - providing both parties with

programme teams and is making a difference. In this

insights into each other's drivers, strengths and

way we can work more effectively with our key suppliers to

challenges. This has served to demonstrate the value a

generate continued improvements in the way we wolK."

concentrated focus on key clients can bring to the
business.

"Across the business we

Steve Brundle, Scott Wilson SRM sponsor
echoes this view, "From our perspective the
SRM initiative has given us new insights
into the issues facing Tfl and a better
understanding of what Tfl values from

recognise that good CRM is
a key part of devel?ping a
growing and sustainable

suppliers. The relationships we have
developed

through

the

SRM

order book"

process have helped address
significant project challenges challenges which have benefited

from the independent viewpoint

Jerome Munro Lafon,

•

Chief Executive, UK South
9

COMMUNITY FOCUS

Development through Client Focus
Scott Wilson is renowned for an industry leading Graduate

BBQ area, path for wheelchair access, play apparatus and an

Development Programme. November's launch event for

outdoor stage.

new graduates had a true client focus, requiring graduates

permanent legacy left at both sites on behalf of the Company!

"Great to feel part of a project to help the community"
Jonathan Canning, Glasgow

to reach out to two Community Partners and deliver

Over the two weeks graduates were required to interface

bespoke projects as an integral part of the overall

with the Community Partners (adults and children!) on an

development experience.

ongoing basis to ensure alignment with client expectations.

"Community Project was very challenging but also

Over a two week period 150 graduates from across the UK

The projects were a huge success, with representatives from

Avril Margaret, Dublin

very rewarding"

and Ireland worked with Lindeth College (a residential college

both Community Partners praising the hard work,

for adults with learning difficulties) and Selside Primary

professionalism and dedication of the Scott Wilson

"The community project was the highlight of the week

School (a small, rural public school) to design and construct

graduates. The graduates themselves completed the launch

- particularly working with the students at Lindeth College"

a range of outdoor solutions. These included a seating and

event with a sense of pride and achievement for the

Rebecca Lane, Leeds

Scott Wilson cares
In support of Scott Wilson's continuing commitment to

severe damage during gales in January 2007. They spent

Corporate Social Responsibility the Manchester offices

the day painting the nursery area and clearing out an

embarked on their first Cares Challenge in October.

overgrown garden to make it accessible to the children.
The school are delighted with the results.

Cares is an initiative of Business in the Community and the
UK's leading employee volunteering programme. It provides

Following the success of this initial project in Manchester,

a framework for businesses to engage with their communities

the Cares initiative is now being introduced in the

and gives access to a range of volunteering opportunities.

Nottingham office with a view to it being extended to
Scott Wilson office locations across the UK.

Eleven volunteers from the two Scott Wilson Manchester
offices went to help redecorate a school which suffered

Supporting schools through the Millennium Project
suitable country due to its poor literacy levels but relative
safety. Once the country was chosen it was decided a
partner organisation was needed with in-country skills to help
the project along. The Millennium Project decided to partner
with Quest who were well qualified and demonstrated huge
enthusiasm for the idea. Quest also helped identify the
eventual project location, a small fishing village called Tofo
located on the coast about half way up the country.

The idea of building a school with Millennium Project funds

Thanks to unprecedented fundraising, sufficient funding is

China is supporting the Millennium Project with an ambitious

first came about in 2005. It started off as an aspirational

already in place to build the school. Over 90 members of

and exciting community initiative. They are in the process of
raising funds to support 10-15 secondary school age

dream of the charity's patrons. They wanted a project that

staff

would really push the boundaries of what had been done

construction, which is expected to last 3 months beginning in

students who, without help, would not be able to afford to go

before and really make a difference not just to a few

May 2008. When completed the school will provide a

to school in Wolong Township in Sichuan Province.

volunteered, with 42 accepted to help with the

Individuals but to a whole community, now and in the future.

permanent structure to house the children from the

Between now and Chinese New Year, they hope to raise

After much deliberation, Mozambique was chosen as a

Tofo community.

HK$36,000 for the Wolong initiative.
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Moving closer to our clients
Scott Wilson opens new office in Brisbane
Queensland boasts Australia's largest rail network with
9500km of track servicing 1.7 million square kilometres.
This new office will help address the skills shortage and
bring

new

infrastructure

capability

to

the

State."

She concluded, "The move was timely, considering the
Government was currently implementing the $82 billion
South East Queensland Infrastructure Plan to deliver
Infrastructure to one of Australia's fastest growing regions."
On another positive note, Mitsubishi Australia, who was also
at the launch, has introduced their mining group to
the Brisbane team for potential business opportunities.

The Brisbane office has been settling into its new
environment and is immersed in a number of projects, such
The Railways team have branched out to a far comer of the

"Our Government welcomes

wOl1d and set up a base in Brisbane, Australia. The office was

Scott Wilson as an important

their chief guest was The Honourable Desley Boyle,

officially launched with a drinks reception on 30th October and

Minister for Tourism, Regional Development and Industry.

partner in growing a vibrant,

as the Flagstone Developments project and Pilbara Iron
ATO. Flagstone comprises a feasibility study to examine
construction of two new stations to support a new rail service
between Flagstone and Salisbury on the Brisbane to Sydney
Interstate Line. For client Pilbara Iron Rail Division,
Scott Wilson is acting as safety advisor for the Automatic

The Minister also published a post launch news release on

internationally-competitive

their website. She commented, "Our Government welcomes

rail industry for Queensland"

Internationally-competitive rail industry for Queensland.

Scott Wilson as an important partner in growing a vibrant,

Train Operation Trial Project providing advice in relation

to the

suitability of standards and the submission of the safety
case to the Office of Rail Safety.

Rail transport is very important for our State.

A Day in the Life
Not just a Day, but Career in the Life of Don Johnson
Don Johnson has worked in Facilities in Scott Wilson for the

the fire out, which thankfully he did, or battling through water

past 15 years and, following the celebration of his 65th

flooding down the stairs to tum off the stop tap.

birthday earlier in the year, he plans to retire once he has
seen through the move from Scott House to Midpoint in

We all wish Don well in his retirement and hope that his time

Basingstoke in the New Year.

spent in his beloved allotment is a little less eventful and
more relaxing than his often unpredictable and varied

"Looking after people is what the job is all about" and, in his

experiences in Scott Wilson.

long career with Scott Wilson, Don has helped people with
some unusual requests. This has involved becoming a wine
waiter, a chauffeur, a plumber, even a decorator, but he
admits his aptitude with a brush as being a bit limited.
Personal service to his internal clients has also included
gluing on broken high heels, extricating cars stuck in mud and

"Looking after people
is what the job is

even sticking a set of false teeth back together.

all about - even

He recalls a time when a certain (now very senior manager)

sticking false

In Scott Wilson called him, on a newly invented mobile
phone, to ask him to rescue him from underneath a large
panel that had fallen on top of him whilst doing a bit of DIV.
Having successfully helped him out from under the

teeth back
together"

said panel, the advice was to leave such things to
the professionals in future!

Don's job always seems to involve doing things that others
are not expected to do. This has even meant that as a fire
bell was ringing he was heading against the crowd to put
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The Scott Wilson Awards 2007

"Congratulations to all the Winners"
South - UK
Best Newcomer - Patricia Nicolau
Best Project - Erbil Airport
Best Project Leader - Debra Power
Best Team Member - Kevin Wheeler
Award for Innovation - Tesco Gainey Hatch CHP Project
Award for Sustainability - NISP

North· UK
Best Newcomer - Emma Jones
Best Project - Grayrigg Emergency
Best Project Leader - Phil Garlick
Best Team Member - Michelle Brooke
Award for Innovation - Lane Closure Entry Warning System
Award for Sustainability - The Ark

Scotland & Ireland
Best Newcomer - lain Adams
Best Project - A66 Temple Sowerby Bypass
Best Project Leader - Richard Nicholl
Best Team Member - Rueben Singleton
Award for Innovation - Digital Animation Projects
Award for Sustainability - Orchard Building, Stranmillis College, Belfast

International
Best Newcomer - Rodney Ip - China/Hong Kong
Best Project - Techtronic Industries Ltd, New Industrial Park - China
Best Project Leader - Venkat Ramana Sheel - India
Best Team Member - Stella Fox - Greece
Award for Innovation - Mekane Selam to Gundewein Road - Ethopia
Award for Sustainability - Caofeidian Wetland Park Conceptual Master - China
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